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Abstract: To address sustainable development goals (SDGs), national and international strategies have
been increasingly interested in the bioeconomy. SDGs have been criticized for lacking stakeholder
perspectives and agency, and for requiring too little of business. There is also a lack of both systematic
and systemic frameworks for the strategic planning of bioeconomy transitions. Using a systems
engineering approach, we seek to address this with a process framework to bridge bioeconomy
transitions by addressing SDGs. In this methodology paper, we develop a systems archetype mapping
framework for sustainable bioeconomy transitions, called MPAST: Mapping Problem Archetypes
to Solutions for Transitions. Using this framework with sector-specific stakeholder data facilitates
the establishment of the start (problem state) and end (solution state) to understand and analyze
sectorial transitions to the bioeconomy. We apply the MPAST framework to the case of a Norwegian
agricultural bioeconomy transition, using data from a survey of the Norwegian agricultural sector on
transitioning to a bioeconomy. The results of using this framework illustrate how visual mapping
methods can be combined as a process, which we then discuss in the context of SDG implementation.

Keywords: systems engineering; bioeconomy; Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

1. Introduction

A central motivation for developing a bioeconomy is to foster “a continuing evolutionary process
of transition from systems of mining non-renewable resources to farming renewable ones” [1] (p. 1)—an
objective that ties the transition closely to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [2,3].
The SDGs are a network of interconnected goals used as a reference for the international community in
working towards sustainable development [4–6]. Yet, an analysis of the SDGs has found them to be
weak on agency, while requiring little from governments and nothing from business or consumers [7].
The SDGs focus on the state and impact, ignoring conflict and stakeholder knowledge of the issues [8,9]
and the pressures and drivers that counteract each other in competing impact categories in the same
or different geographic contexts [7]. This is of particular importance in bioeconomic transitions,
as agriculture has an important role in the bioeconomy and land use has a significant impact on the
environment [10], with Norway as no exception [11]. In addition, the economic development of rural
areas in a bioeconomy is unclear [12]. As the ambition of individual states varies, the focus on state
implementation of policies for increasing SDG impact means that targets will not be realized or there
must be new strategies for implementation. If bioeconomy transitions are to be used to reach SDGs,
new methods are needed to incorporate stakeholder perspectives and understand counteracting drivers
and pressures in the SDG network for successful policy implementation. In the bioeconomy, there is a
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specific concern that policy implementation will be outside cultural norms in farming communities [13]
and will require collaborative action within these communities to be successful [14]. In addition,
there is an established need to consider citizens and other stakeholders disrupted by bioeconomy
transitions [15].

Within this context, the conceptualization of bioeconomy transitions together with meeting SDGs
naturally lends itself towards to systems engineering because SDGs are easily framed in a systems
theoretical context [16], and capacity building to meet SDGs has been argued to require systems
thinking [17]. System archetypes [18,19] can be helpful to gain insight into patterns of behavior,
especially in contexts of interconnected and competing goals [20]. In addition, SDGs intersect many
societal domains, and a systems approach to investigating persistent social and environmental problems
has been shown to help policymakers tackle the complexity associated with many intersected societal
domains [21]. Concerning using systems archetypes as part of a methodological design, however,
there needs to be a systematic method for mapping archetypes rather than an arbitrary assignment of a
generic system structure to a specific situation [22]. This systematic mapping requires an identification
of a problem archetype to a solution archetype (the start and end points in a transition) with an
identified path between the problem and solution. For mapping bioeconomy transitions, this mapping
needs to be nested in the SDG network in order to complement national and international strategies
that seek to use the bioeconomy as a means of reaching SDGs, and which can be complementary to
SDG mapping [23].

We use systems engineering as the approach for developing a framework for a systematic and
systemic mapping of bioeconomic transitions in an SDG context because bioeconomic transitions are
transitions within and between socio-technical systems [24], and systems engineering has the potential
to significantly contribute to the evaluation of socio-technical systems [22]. Systems engineering is
developing ways to evaluate systems in social domains [25], and this paper provides a new arena in
which to apply systems engineering methods: the bioeconomy. In this paper, we develop a framework
for applying a qualitative systems engineering method: visual systems mapping. Qualitative methods
in systems engineering have been cited as being useful in the evaluation of socio-technical systems
because of their high degree of “messy complexity”, making quantitative methods much more difficult
to apply [26]. Szajnfarber & Gralla (2017) specifically mention the use of visual mapping techniques
for systems engineers for process-orientated analysis (in this case, transition processes).

Figure 1 illustrates the connection between systems engineering, bioeconomy transitions and
SDGs. Why are SDGs part of this process? The context of SDGs provides feedback for the success of
bioeconomic transitions. Since the bioeconomy is being used as a means to meet SDGs, a bioeconomy
transition should be planned and evaluated in an SDG context. The SDGs can then be used as
performance indicators of the transition. This then leads to the question of: how do we plan and
evaluate a bioeconomy transition in an SDG context? Using a systems engineering approach, this paper
addresses this question by developing framework for applying visual systems mapping techniques.
In doing so, we address the lack of social science inclusion in the study of bioeconomic transitions [9].
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This is a methodological paper, where we use empirical data to develop the methodological
framework. Although we are working within systems theory to develop this framework, we do aim
for a theoretical contribution. The paper’s aim is two-fold. First, it seeks to build upon previous
archetype mapping methods in sustainability science to provide a system archetype process framework
for use in bioeconomy transitions in an SDG context [18,19,27–29]. We do not provide a new
framework for SDG modeling and scenarios (e.g., [30]), but rather build a process framework to
bridge bioeconomy transitions while addressing SDGs. Second, this paper applies this framework on
sustainable bioeconomy transitions in Norwegian agriculture. Given the brief background provided in
this introduction, the next section outlines the process framework (called MPAST: Mapping Problem
Archetypes to Solutions for Transitions) and the background on the framework application in the
Norwegian bioeconomy transition. The following section provides the results of the mapping
framework application, which is then discussed in the context of the SDGs. Lastly, this paper provides
areas for future research and for framework development in a more general context.

2. Systems Mapping for Bioeconomy Transitions

Systems mapping for the purposes of this study is the qualitative modeling of a system that
describes problematic and solution-orientated system conditions. We do not develop new system
mapping techniques but instead develop a process framework for applying them in bioeconomic
transitions. We do this because there are competing visions (solution states) of the bioeconomy,
and different sectors in the bioeconomy will have different pathways for reaching solution states [31,32].
The application of system archetypes and mapping them in this context requires a more rigorous sector
specific methodology than a simple selection of established system archetypes from those established
by systems thinking practitioners (e.g., [19]), which is why we developed a process framework for
applying them (within the agricultural sector). The background to the case application of this method
is Norwegian bioeconomy transitions. To ground the reader in the description of the methodological
design, we begin with a short background on the Norwegian bioeconomy.

2.1. Bioeconomy Transitions in Norway

One of the problems with transitioning to a bioeconomy is that while the development
of a bioeconomy in Norway necessitates integrated development across sectors, multiple actors
and institutions [33,34], industrial economies are siloed and sectorial. Each works on separate
problems, has different stakeholders and is guided by independent governance/policy-regimes (i.e.,
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different ministries). To achieve integration, Norway’s National Bioeconomy Strategy prioritizes
the development of cross-sectoral value chains in four areas, namely; cross-sectoral cooperation,
markets for bio-based products, processing of biological products and sustainable extraction of
bio-based products [35].

Within this framework, agriculture plays an economically limited, but politically important role
and is a key sector in the bioeconomy. Since 1972, the maintenance of rural communities has been a
key policy goal in Norway, with considerable amounts of public money flowing into decentralizing
funds and initiatives [36]. Agricultural bioeconomy developments also feature in government policies
to enhance food security and reduce climate emissions. Here, its main sectoral integrations are as
consumers of bioeconomic solutions for feed production (high-protein biosynthesized animal feed
from forestry to replace imported soy meal) and utilization of residual materials and waste (including
biogas) [35]. Overall, Norway’s vision of a bioeconomy transition is a fully integrated one and
“encompasses all sectors and related services, which produce, process or use biological resources
in whatever form” [37] (p. 15). In Norway, agriculture is a key part of this vision, as “it produces
for a protected domestic market and is expected to achieve such policy goals as food security,
food sovereignty, rural settlement and employment, and the maintenance of agricultural land and
cultural landscapes” [32] (p. 11).

2.2. MPAST: Mapping Problem Archetypes to Solutions for Transitions

The systems mapping framework we developed for bioeconomy transitions is called MPAST:
Mapping Problem Archetypes to Solutions for Transitions. Essentially, the MPAST framework identifies
the start and finish lines for evaluating bioeconomy transitions by sector. MPAST is a “framework
of frameworks”, where it facilitates the systematic application and validation of established system
archetypes to bioeconomy transitions. We do not develop established frameworks but put them
together in a new way, and there are many different methods for analysis that can be built into each of
the phases. There are three phases to this framework: Phase 1—start (problem state); Phase 2—end
(solution state); and Phase 3—pathway. There are start and end points for transitions (Phases 1 and 2):
we transfer from one (problematic) system condition/state to a new (solution) system condition/state.
In a systems approach, these start and end points can be conceptualized as problem archetypes and
solution archetypes. Between the start and ends points and their mapped archetypes is the pathway
from problem to solution (Phase 3)—see Figure 2 for an overview.
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2.2.1. Problem Archetypes (MPAST)–Phase 1

A system archetype is a generic qualitative description of a system structure that leads to
problematic behavior or unintended consequences over time [18]. There are ten system archetypes
that are generally acknowledged by systems thinking practitioners [19]. Although established as
“archetypes” in academic literature, this does not have to be the only list that those using archetype
mapping can look for to identify a system structure that describes a problematic system structure.
Any system model that describes a problematic behavior can be applied in the MPAST framework.
System archetypes in systems thinking are generic but not comprehensive for all problematic system
behavior. Another example beyond the traditional system archetypes is the list of syndromes.
Syndromes are a scaled-approach that identifies qualitative sub-models on an intermediate level that
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work towards global change [28,38]. As described in Section 2.1, the Norwegian bioeconomy and its
competing stakeholder perspectives by sector lends itself well to the use of syndromes in the application
of MPAST. The requirement of Phase 1 of MPAST application is that the problematic archetypes chosen
to describe the initial system condition in a transition. In a participatory mapping session, this would
require the stakeholders to acknowledge that the chosen problem archetype describes the system
well. To validate the chosen problem archetype without stakeholders requires validation through
consultation with subject matter experts (SMEs).

2.2.2. Solutions (MPAST)–Phase 2

The solution phase in MPAST may or may not depend on the set of problem archetypes chosen
in Phase 1. If, for example, system archetypes outlined by Braun (2002) [19] are chosen to describe
the problem, these archetypes also provide the solution archetype as well. However, when mapped
onto the specific bioeconomy transition problem, the solution may have to be adapted. There are
independent solution archetype sets that can be applied in Phase 2; for example, specifically for climate
change, see Eisenack (2012) [39]. A helpful, extensive example of sustainable business model archetypes
as solutions that can be applied to the bioeconomy is by Bocken et al. (2014) [27]. Validation of the
solution archetype—i.e., knowing whether the solution of the bioeconomy end goal for a specific
sector in a bioeconomy transition is a solution to the problem state (phase 1)—requires empirical
evidence in scientific literature. For example, in the bioeconomy, creating value through waste with
industrial symbiosis as a business model would be an empirically validated solution to a waste-based
bioeconomy transition [40].

2.2.3. Transitions (MPAST)–Phase 3

For the bioeconomy, transitions require the society to change from one that mines non-renewable
resources to a society that farms renewable resources [1]. A shift in system conditions has been
cited as a requirement of bioeconomy transitions [32]. For transitions in MPAST, it is possible
to use many pathway frameworks that work systematically towards a change in system states.
The requirement of Phase 3 is that there is a systematic process for transitioning from Phase 1 to
Phase 2. Methodological approaches to mapping transitions are found in fields such as strategic
planning and systems engineering. For example, backcasting is a well-established strategic planning
method often used in sustainability science [41]. Validation of Phase 3 depends on the transitioning
framework chosen.

As we will explain in Section 3, we have chosen a framework for bioeconomy transitions
from systems engineering—PADE. SPADE is an acronym, which stands for: Stakeholders,
Problem Formulation, Analysis, Decision-Making and Evaluation [22]. SPADE is a non-sequential
research process, each part can be taken individually or several simultaneously, and iteratively.

In the following section, we apply the MPAST framework to a sector-specific bioeconomy
transition evaluation.

3. Case Analysis: Application of the MPAST Framework

For each of the phases in MPAST, we were informed by data from a survey given as part of
a project that aimed to promote a smart transition to the bioeconomy [42]. The aim of the survey
was to identify how different relevant sectors in the bioeconomy believe that the bioeconomy will
look like in 2030, and what role they envisage playing in this economy. The survey was given to
businesses and other stakeholders (e.g., R&D, advisory services) in sectors that have a connection to
the bioeconomy. This included sectors such as industry, education and research, but also primary
industries such as agriculture, forestry and fisheries. In total, there were 1313 survey respondents.
We have chosen agriculture for the sector-specific bioeconomy transition evaluation using the MPAST
framework. Norwegian agriculture is an interesting case for examining bioeconomy transitions because
Norway’s approach to developing a bioeconomy is a particularly integrated one [37], and as mentioned
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in Section 2.1 is meant to serve multiple goals: “food security, food sovereignty, rural settlement
and employment, and the maintenance of agricultural land and cultural landscapes” [32] (p. 11).
The survey data and analysis can be accessed through the link provided in the reference list [42].

3.1. Application: Problem Archetypes (MPAST)–Phase 1

When we began this analysis, the intention was to use traditional system archetypes summarized
by Braun (2002) [19] for application in Norwegian agriculture bioeconomy transitions. However,
we felt that these were not specific enough to environmental challenges in Norwegian agriculture,
and we found that using syndromes of global change [28,38] was a better fit. Syndromes are sets of
underlying actions that have consequences (symptoms). For example, the overexploitation of natural
ecosystems is a syndrome that leads to a host of environmental problems that are symptoms (e.g.,
loss of biodiversity) of the underlying syndrome. In Phase 1, we identified each of the syndromes that
were applicable to Norwegian agriculture bioeconomy transitions based on the survey data. Table 1
lists these syndromes and their meaning.

Table 1. Applied Syndrome in MPAST Phase 1 from Schellnhuber et al. (2002) [28].

Syndrome Name Syndrome Meaning

Sahel Syndrome Overcultivation of marginal land
Overexploitation Syndrome Overexploitation of natural ecosystems

Dust Bowl Syndrome Non-sustainable agro-industrial use of soils and bodies of water
Aral Sea Syndrome Environmental damage of natural landscapes as a result of large-scale projects

Green Revolution Syndrome Environmental degradation through the introduction of inappropriate farming methods

The syndromes in Table 1 act as the initial starting point in bioeconomy transitions for Norwegian
agriculture. These issues must be solved by the solution phase of MPAST.

3.2. Application: Solutions (MPAST)–Phase 2

In Phase 2 of MPAST, we map solution archetypes to the problem archetypes identified in Phase 1.
Syndromes as problem archetypes do not have prescribed solution archetypes. Bocken et al. (2014) [27]
provide sustainable business model archetypes that fit well in a Norwegian agricultural bioeconomy
transition context. The reason for this is because the archetypes are specific to business models,
and business stakeholders by sector was the focus of the survey used in this analysis. Two sustainable
business archetypes address the syndromes listed in Table 1 (see Table 2).

Table 2. Mapping solution archetypes to problem archetypes for Norwegian agriculture
bioeconomy transitions.

Problem Archetypes-Syndromes [28] Solutions-Sustainable Business Archetypes [27]

Sahel Overexploitation Dust Bowl Aral Sea
Green Revolution

Adopt a Stewardship Role
Repurpose for Society and the Environment

The sustainable business archetypes by Bocken et al. (2014) [27] give examples of how these
solutions can be achieved. For example, in adopting a stewardship role, a business can create a business
model that focuses on biodiversity protection. However, there is a pathway to reaching these end
goals, and development of the specific business model is an iterative process, which we discuss in the
next phase of MPAST.

3.3. Application: Transitions (MPAST)–Phase 3

As mentioned, we used the SPADE, which is “a streamlined methodology that is visually
representative of the intrinsically iterative nature of systems engineering” [29] (p. i). We chose one
solution in Table 2 to evaluate further based on the opinions of farmers towards bioeconomy goals in
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the survey: Adopt a Stewardship Role. We organized the results of the SPADE analysis for MPAST
Phase 3 in Table 3.

Table 3. Overview of SPADE Analysis.

SPADE Analysis

Stakeholders Problem Analysis Decision/Tradeoffs Evaluation

Farmers Agri-Business
Local/Rural Communities
Consumers Cooperative

Agricultural Supplier
Academia/Research

Politician Environment

Energy Sources
Waste Soil

depletion Markets

Resource
Stewardship

Income and
Financing

Heritage/Cultural
Identity

Iterative evaluation of
the S,P,A,D parts of
SPADE framework

When conceptualizing the role of the SPADE framework and how to use it, we need to clarify its
role in MPAST. Table 4 shows this organization. Phases 1 and 2 set the goal posts of where a sector is
and where it needs to go in terms of bioeconomy transitions for a specific identified problem archetype
in one sector. For the SPADE analysis, the overexploitation syndrome with the “adopt a stewardship
role” was the best fit from the survey results as a solution for agriculture. The Phase 3 analysis of
MPAST organizes elements to begin transitioning from overexploitation to stewardship.

Table 4. Overview of the MPAST Application to Norwegian Agriculture Bioeconomy Transitions.

MPAST Phase 1: Problem Archetype Phase 3: Transition to Phase 2: Solution Archetype

Archetypes
Set/Framework Syndromes SPADE Sustainable Business

Model Archetypes

Analysis Overexploitation Resource Stewardship
Iterative Pathway Adopt a Stewardship Role

Referring to Table 3, the stakeholders part of SPADE is necessary to make sure that the problem
archetype (Phase 1) and solution archetype (Phase 2) includes all the relevant stakeholders. This may
have already been systematically covered in Phase 1 and 2 depending on which archetypes were
chosen, but Phase 3 ensures that they have been identified. The stakeholders listed in Table 3 were
provided in the application of MPAST by the survey (in addition to the environment, which must be
included as a stakeholder in sustainability analysis). The problem part of SPADE lists the problems
(symptoms related to syndromes in this application) that were identified in Phase 1. The analysis
part of SPADE lists the solution archetype identified in Phase 2. The decision/tradeoffs part of SPADE
identifies structural issues (in this case identified by the stakeholders from the survey) that inhibit
the transition from Phase 1 to Phase 2. The evaluation part of SPADE is an iterative evaluation of the
stakeholders, problems, analysis and decisions/tradeoffs over time. This is a non-sequential transition
analysis that can be updated as new data sources are used, new stakeholders are included and problem
and solution states (Phases 1 and 2) shift. We used survey data to begin the process of analyzing a
bioeconomy transition for Norwegian agriculture, but once started, this is an agile process, and no
pathway analysis is set in stone. What we mean by this is that no analysis is final, and future work
makes transition pathways clearer over time.

In the bioeconomy, we are transitioning from non-renewable to renewable resources. This can
lead to the overexploitation of renewable resources [43], and a sustainable business model must
exercise a stewardship role of the renewable resources. For this transition, it is critical to identify
all relevant stakeholders to increase policy implementation success (in addition to reasons of social
justice). In agriculture, the problems in the transition are (among others) energy sources, waste,
soil depletion and markets. To begin a transition to resource stewardship, decisions/tradeoffs must be
made. Agricultural stakeholders in the survey had many concerns related to income and financing
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and cultural heritage in bioeconomy transitions, which were identified as structural issues that inhibit
the transition in the SPADE analysis.

In a more concrete example, “laboratory meat,” despite its controversial status, offers a strong
illustrates how bioeconomic development (protein synthesis) could both improve food security and
address climate change as new industrial and scientific applications create entirely new platforms
of industrial production, eradicating the need for existing farming systems in particular product
sectors [44]. However, the energy consumption of the necessary bioreactors may be considerable,
necessitating a move to renewable energy sources if sustainability is to be assured [45]. We can identify
in this example competing SDG pressures (which we discuss in the next section), where a bioeconomy
transition is a solution (farming renewable energy sources). The new market for laboratory meat and
the energy sources are both identified problems in the SPADE analysis. The sustainable business
model needs a resource stewardship role, which needs to be iteratively designed in consultation
with stakeholders. Designing the transition with stakeholders must address the structural issues
identified in decisions/tradeoffs: income/financing and cultural heritage/identity. For laboratory meat,
this means the design must address the questions of: how new markets are going to affect farmer
income; how they are going to finance transitioning to new markets; how will farming as part of
cultural heritage and farmers’ cultural identity affect or be affected by this transition; and how will
renewable energy resources be sustainably harvested?

MPAST does not answer these questions, but it does identify, organize and gives power to
stakeholder voices in setting the goal posts of bioeconomy transitions and in the iterative process
of designing the pathway between the goal posts. In the next section, we discuss this in the context
of SDGs.

4. Discussion: MPAST and SDGs

Using a systems engineering approach, the methodological framework developed in this paper
seeks to build upon previous archetype mapping methods in sustainability science for use in in
bioeconomy transitions. In addition, MPAST seeks to strengthen the use of qualitative methods
in systems engineering for the evaluation of socio-technical systems [26]. The MPAST framework
provides a process for applying visual systems mapping to plan and evaluate bioeconomy transitions
to meet SDGs (see Figure 1).

Because the bioeconomy has garnered attention as a way of addressing SDGs, this section will
discuss how the application of MPAST can work in an SDG context. SDG mapping requires continual
improvement [23], and although this paper does not attempt a contribution to SDG mapping itself,
MPAST can act as a bridge between SDG mapping and concrete goal setting for the bioeconomy by sector.
To discuss how this bridge is built, we explain how the application of MPAST in Norwegian agricultural
bioeconomy transitions is nested in several SDGs. We highlight three SDGs for discussion [4]: SDG 8:
Decent work and economic growth; SDG 13: Climate Action; and SDG 15: Life on Land, which aims to
protect endangered animal species and terrestrial ecosystems.

The critical assessment by Spangenberg (2017) [7] of the SDGs regarding requiring little to
nothing from business and consumers, the counteracting drivers and pressures, and the lack of agency
represented in the SDGs is of particular relevance for applying MPAST for bioeconomy transitions.
MPAST provides a systematic framework for incorporating elements of agency and the identification
of counteracting pressures and drivers over time in one geographic context. Because MPAST is
sector-specific and has one geographic context per application, it does not address the criticism
regarding pressures and drivers counteracting each other in different geographic contexts. For example,
in Figure 3, the case application given in section three relates to SDGs 8, 13, and 15. Accomplishing these
SDGs requires economic growth while addressing environmental issues related to climate and land use.
These have counteracting pressures and drivers and require little to nothing from business, and agency
is not well represented. At its core, sustainable development is aiming to address the counteracting
pressure between economic development and climate action (in addition to all environmental impact
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categories). The bioeconomy is meant to help address this, but as bioeconomic industries develop,
this puts pressure on life on land as this will require the farming of bio-resources. In addition, although
the bioeconomy is politically assumed to be a win-win for rural areas and the environment, Burton and
Fuglestad (2020) [12] indicate that this is unlikely as biotechnologies improve. Life on land also has
a counteracting pressure with climate action as greenhouse gas emissions from agriculture, and the
changes in land use necessitated by a bioeconomy transition, have a significant effect on mitigating
climate change [10].
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MPAST facilitates pathways to address these criticisms when bioeconomy transitions are the
means to reach SDGs. The SPADE analysis requires a stakeholder assessment. It does not provide
the agency for SDGs, but it provides a tool for the incorporation of agency in the planning of SDG
implementation with bioeconomy transitions. MPAST is centered on planning bioeconomy transitions
by sector using established frameworks and works as a “framework of frameworks”. The focus on
sectors and stakeholders, rather than specifically the state, requires more of business in particular
sectors. Business stakeholders become part of the process of setting the goal posts for bioeconomy
transitions (MPAST Phase 1 and 2) and developing the transition pathway for meeting bioeconomy
(and hence SDG) goals (MPAST Phase 3). Counteracting drivers and pressure are more easily identified
with the application of system archetypes to problems and solutions, as illustrated with the laboratory
meat example in Section 3.3.

The economics of bioeconomy transitions are complex, and the boundaries of traditional
sectors may stretch or change shape in transitions as value-chains in the bioeconomy are not yet
well-defined [46]. Social considerations such as the development of social and cultural capital
also contribute strongly to the complexity of transitions—for example, by inhibiting adoption of
agri-environmental policies that fall outside cultural norms [13] or facilitating collaborative actions
within farming communities [14]. However, the social science perspective is not well developed
in bioeconomy transitions literature [9]. This is especially problematic in the case of Norwegian
agriculture because, as noted above, agriculture’s value in the bioeconomy is as much (or more) its
contribution to wider society as the economic value of production.

Stakeholder perspectives contributing to shared visions of bioeconomy solutions and transitions
through iterative strategic planning to shape new sectors and value-chains can facilitate the bioeconomy
as a means of addressing SDGs. The development and use of MPAST seems straightforward and clear
as a process of using archetype mapping for transitions, but this was not clear at the beginning of
MPAST development. There is an array of archetypes/frameworks that can be applied to sustainable
bioeconomy transitions. There is no systematic method for applying these frameworks. At the
beginning of the analysis of the Norwegian agricultural bioeconomy case, we identified many relevant
archetypes and mapping frameworks that were relevant for different stages of bioeconomy transitions.
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We knew that we needed to use systems archetypes in the analysis because of the systemic nature of
SDGs. However, the arbitrary and unsystematic process of using system archetypes for bioeconomy
transitions necessitated the development of MPAST.

There are limitations of the MPAST framework that require it to be developed for a more general
context. As stated, we developed this framework to analyze the Norwegian agricultural case because of
a lack of a mapping methodology that met the needs of our research design. While we see the potential
to develop this framework to other contexts, further empirical work is required. Although we used
Norwegian agricultural data in this study, this could also be applied in other geographic contexts using
country specific data (or in other industries with industry specific data). Further applications in other
contexts beyond Norwegian agriculture will allow further development of the MPAST framework.
In addition, as new SDG mapping evolves, as seen in Dalampira & Nastis (2019) [23], MPAST will
need to develop to match this evolution.

5. Conclusions

MPAST is a methodological framework using a systems engineering approach that maps processes
for bioeconomy transitions; it can more easily be described as a “framework of frameworks”. MPAST is
designed to make a clear identification of start and finish lines in transitions and the pathway between
using a systems approach. One could argue that MPAST could be used in any transition, but it is
particularly useful for the bioeconomy. The bioeconomy has either weak/nonexistent or differing
visions (solution states) of what the bioeconomy should be [31,32], and using MPAST is a way to
systematically incorporate stakeholder perspectives into the analysis of bioeconomy development
with a focus on sectors. Stakeholder perspectives are of particular importance given the focus the
bioeconomy has had as a solution to addressing SDGs, and criticism of SDGs has shown them to be
weak on agency. In addition to agency, SDGs have been criticized for their counteracting pressures
and drivers in the same or different contexts. The systematic use of systemic frameworks helps
identify what these drivers and pressures are, which is required for strategic planning to address them.
Although there are important criticisms of the SDGs, the criticism itself can help provide the solutions.
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